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From the Desk of:

Wil Emerson, President

October Greetings. The air is full of autumn scents: burning leaves, dewy grass and smoky fireplaces. It's
time to go through drawers and refresh those turtlenecks and sweaters before the northern winds
bring snow and ice. Burrr...the thought makes me shiver.

Although October is the tenth month, the word actually means “Octo”-- eight and “Ambar “--sky. It had
been the eighth month in the Roman Calendar until someone decided the 'month-less (dark) winter' should
be divided into January and February.

The Dutch call October the wine month -Wijnmaand- because the first wines of the year have ripened.
The Finnish prefer Lokakuu--the month of dirt (?) and the Scottish Gaelic refer to it as Damhar--the
'rutting time for stags'.

Connotations are meaningful for each culture but, I look forward to October's offerings for a variety of
reasons. Thick robust soups, brisk walks in the park, more time indoors, jeans to cover unshaved legs---
and kids in school. What more could one want?  Yes, a glass of wine, a little dirt or rutting time with a
stag? Hmmm...food for thought. 

Isn't October the perfect month to sit at the computer and churn out page after page of the great American
Novel?  I'm working on it...are you, too? 

Make a commitment to write every day in October. One page, two, some days ten. Separate yourself from
what holds you back. This is the month to reap the harvest. Good Luck and Happy Halloween!

Cheers, Wil  
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               The Many Faces of Romance

Mid-Michigan Author Panel -- October Program at Portage District Library

The Many Faces continued on page 4

Lucy Kubash writes
inspirational. More about
Lucy and her book at:
www.lucynaylorkubash.com

Lisa Childs writes romantic
suspense and women's
fiction. More about Lisa and
her books on her website,
www.lisachilds.com

Loralee Lillibridge believes in the
power of love, and writing stories
about ordinary people and extra-
ordinary love is her way to share this
belief. More about Loralee and her
books at
http://www.loraleelillibridge.com/

Rosanne Bittner is the author
of over 50 (mostly historical)
published novels. More about
Rosanne and her books at:
http://www.rosannebittner.com

Diane Burton’s love of
romantic comedy and "Star
Trek" led to the writing of her
first futuristic, SWITCHED.
Check out Diane’s website for
more information at:
http://www.dianeburton.com

Susan Charnley, a.k.a. Erica
Arthur is the author of four
published books. More on Sue
and her books at:
http://www.susancharnley.com
and her blog @
http://frogsonthewindowpane.
blogspot com

Dana Corbit Nussio’s journalism
career morphed into writing
inspirational fiction. More about
Dana and her books at:
http://midmichiganrwa.org/
members3.html#n

Nancy Gideon is the author of
almost 60 books of various
genres. More about Nancy at:
www.tlt.com/authors/ngideon.htm

Laurie Kuna writes
paranormal. More about
Laurie at:
http://midmichiganrwa.org/
members2.html#k
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The Many Faces of Romance continued from page 3

October’s "The Many Faces of Romance" event at the Portage District Library will be an author panel
discussion involving Mid-Michigan published authors: Rosanne Bittner, Diane Burton, Sue Charnley,
Lisa Childs, Dana (Nussio) Corbit, Nancy Gideon, Lucy Kubash and Loralee Lillibridge. Laurie Kuna
will moderate the panel and the list is growing! Marsha Meyer of the Portage Library will provide some
of the questions and this will be open-to-the-public. A book signing and sale will follow.

♥ ♥ ♥

MEMBER NEWS
Dawn Bartley: Kind of stuck.
Rosanne Bittner: Finished my WWII novel, THE LETTER, and sent to agent after nearly two years of
work, will be published under my new pseudonym, Patricia Williams Rose. Re-upped my contract with
France for Song of the Wolf for more money, Currently working on a project interviewing veterans to
record stories from WWII for the Library of Congress – Project called, “Lest We Forget,” will be part of
the MMRWA program.
Annette Briggs: Tossed my hat in the ring, running for MMRWA office.
Susan Charnley: October 13 & 14 I’ll be at Central Ohio Fiction Writer’s Readers and Writers Holiday
Conference,; October 21 at Portage District Library, and October 28 book signing at Waldenbooks,
Fashion Square Mall in Saginaw Michigan
Flavia Crowner: Finished Herbal Garden, second book in my Sunny Farnum Series, working on third
story in my children’s stories, Beaver Tales.
Katie Dubois: Went to my very first critique group meeting, which was great! (The day job was very
busy with the beginning of the semester at MSU … Alas!)
Wil Emerson: Wonderful trip to Alaska two weeks away, writing a new novel, two short stories
accepted, looking for a quiet Fall, going to Ohio conference featuring Jennifer Cruise.
Diana Fox: Sucked into the vacuum of new job-itis which has absorbed all hours except sleep – including
weekends – as I learn, mentor, teach four classes, travel 300 miles a week, and put out fires. I am
rewriting two entries contracted for Dictionary of Biographies of Literary Characters, Ayla from Clan of
the Cave Bear and Jerry from The Zoo Story. Any other writing is creating assignments for use with
students. I am scheduled to teach in October, November, and December at KVCC Lifelong Learning at
different writing workshops. Plus judging 2 Hollywood scripts as a tie breaker judge.
Jennifer Greene: Finished BORN OF MY HEART for Next, headed for two more “Nexts” and another
HQN (BLAME IT ON PARIS). Coming out from Next: in Jan., BLAME IN ON CUPID, in May, BORN
OF MY HEART (Mom’s Day anthology for Next) and in July, and KOKOMO (Summer’s Day anthology
for Next.
Margo Hoornstra: Just getting back into re-doing two books, starting a third new one. Short stories are
what I’m working on now. Country Woman Magazine, so far, has asked to keep four for future use.
Shar Koenig: It’s been a busy year. Now that the kids are back in school, I’m working on the book I
hoped to finish this year.
Laurie Kuna: Working on the fourth book for ImaJinn, moderator for October Library signing.
Julie Lea: No news!
Loralee Lillibridge: Have a Western historical out with my agent, on the author panel at Portage meeting
(see page 3), continuing work on contemporary romances about the women of Texas Hill country for
Special Edition, keeping my cozy mysteries in the works, updating my website, learning to multi-task,
purchased a new laptop and loving it.
Cathy McClain: No news, just writing. Kate says “Hi.” She misses home, but all is going well on her
new job and with her writing.

Sincere condolences to Gail Martin on the recent loss of her stepdaughter.

Member News continued on page 5
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Member News continued from page 4

Sarah Reyers: Working on contemporary for Triskelion Publishing and doing lots of blogging and
chatting for Not Without Risk.
Maris Soule: Website set up thanks to my daughter, am teaching writing sessions at Parchment Library,
working on Alaskan book.

Linda Cossel, Julie Lea, Kate Dubois, and Wendy Lebel started a critique group this month.
We meet in Jackson!

WEBSITES - NEW BOOKS – BLOGS

Michelle Celmer: michelle@michellecelmer.com
Watch for Witch Hunt: HAUNTED by Lisa Childs in stores 12/ 06
Jodi Lynn Copeland latest novel, Behind Closed Doors is now available through the
Ellora’s Cave eBay store. This paperback will be available through Amazon.com and
BarnesandNobles.com in the next week or two, as well as at your local bookstore. For more
information go to: web-www.jodilynncopeland.com. Jodi’s blog is at:
http://jodilynnsrandomramblings.blogspot.com

Our chapter President and author Wil Emerson has a website at:
http://www.wilemerson.com

Rohn Federbush has a new website at: http://www.rohnoffederbush.com/

Jackie Braun Fridline’s website is at: www.jackiebraun.com

Renee Hand’s website is at: www.freewebs.com / reneehand

Alison Hart, a.k.a. Jennifer Greene, has a website at: http://www.jennifergreene.com/

Arlene Hodapp a.k.a. Holly Harte’s website is at: www.hollyharte.com

Dorien Kelly has a website at: www.dorienkelly.com

Sharolett Koenig’s website is at: www.koenisha.com

MEMBER NEW BOOKS – WEBSITES – BLOGS continued on page 6

Available now! Have your Kleenex handy!
September 18 Triskelion Publishing released Chance's Return
by Lucy Kubash as the launch title for their inspirational line.
Check it out Lucy’s new website: www.lucynaylorkubash.com.
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MEMBER NEW BOOK RELEASES – WEBSITES – BLOGS continued from page 5

Gail Martin has her website at: www.gailmartin.com

Kathleen Nance’s website is at: www.kathleennance.com

Terese daly Ramin has a website at: thewritingwench@sbcglobal.net

Check out Sarah Reyers a.k.a. Sarah Grimm author of (her first book) NOT WITHOUT
RISK - March 2007 - Triskelion Publishing at her website: www.sarahgrimm.com and
catch her Blog at: www.killerpassion.blogspot.com

Kate Rizor has a website at: www.katerizor.com

After many years as a romance writer, Maris Soule broke into still another genre with her
recent sale of THE CROWS, a mystery. For more information, check out her new website
at: www.MarisSoule.com

Please see page three for these websites and / or blogs

Rosanne Bittner
Diane Burton
Susan Charnley

Lisa Childs
Nancy Gideon
Lucy Kubash

Dana Corbit Nussio
Laurie Kuna
Loralee Lillibridge

HAPPY OCTOBER BIRTHDAYS

Diane Burton 2    Sarah Reyers 9    Katharine Dubois 10    Julie McMullen 10

Holli Bertram 12    Diana Fox 19    Karen Sontag-Holthof 20    Shar Koenig 24

Lisa Childs Theeuwes 31

APPROACHING BIRTHDAYS

NOVEMBER

Lisa Cardle 1        Irene Atkinson 14

Johanna Atwood Brown 19      Kate McAuliffe 20

DECEMBER

Tereasa Bellew 3      Lucy Kubash 5      Alison Hart 9

Wendy Lebel 18      Flavia Crowner 20      Laurie Kuna 25       Connie Smith 31
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The 2007 Mid-Michigan Election Candidates:

Prior to November 18 meeting is the voting deadline

President

My name is Anne Marie King-Jakubiak and I am running for
president. I have been a member of MMRWA since 1992 and
before that a member of GDRWA. I have served in several
capacities for our group. I was membership chairman, helped with
retreat several years, twice I was Secretary and I served as Vice
President. I feel able to give my time as President and would try to
do my best to please the majority of the group and help all
members. Thank you.

I’m Annette Briggs and I’ve had the privilege of being Mid-Michigan’s newsletter editor since 2003.
I’ve thought of myself as a writer since 1952 when I realized the programs I “wrote” and performed from
inside a large cardboard box “console radio” didn’t have much range and I needed a medium I could
distribute more widely, like paper! Of course, no one ever dreamed of online back then. Along the way,
I’ve sold numerous stories and articles. My college education was mostly at Michigan State, but the
wealth of education, nurture and opportunity that Mid-Michigan membership has brought me has been
priceless in preparing me for my dream of being published in book length fiction. Taking my turn as Mid-
Michigan President is a way for me to contribute something more to this outstanding group. Thank you
for the opportunity to offer my services.

Vice-president

Lisa Childs-Theeuwes is an award-winning author of women’s fiction, romantic suspense and
paranormal novels for Harlequin/Silhouette. She currently serves on RWA Communications Committee
and is a contributing editor to Market & Industry for RWA Enotes. Lisa is also a licensed insurance agent
and most recently a member of the Grand Rapids Citizen’s Police Academy. She lives on thirty acres just
west of Grand Rapids with her husband, two daughters, a twenty-pound Siamese cat, and a new
longhaired Chihuahua puppy as well as an assortment of wildlife.

Secretary

Co-secretary candidates (to share the office):

Julie Lea works as a librarian for two different libraries and is active in two different RWA groups and
participates in two critique groups. To make up for the fact that she only has one husband and one house,
she has four cats.

She writes romantic suspense and would like to try her hand at paranormal and erotica (if she could just
stop blushing at the keyboard). Her goal is to “finish the damn book” she is currently working on, polish
it, and send it off to be rejected by editors and agents worldwide.

A bio for Linda Cossel is not available.

2007 Candidates continued on page 8

It’s never been easier to cast your vote.
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2007 Candidates continued from page 7

Treasurer

Hi!  I'm Catherine McClain and I am running for the MMRWA Board Treasurer position. I'm an active
member of MMRWA, having served this past year as Board Secretary and as a category coordinator for
the Happily Ever After Contest. I would like to continue serving on the Board as your Treasurer and give
back to this organization that has been so generous in its support to me as well as all its other members.

I live in Eaton Rapids, have my 29th wedding anniversary coming up next month, and read too many
books. My DH Paul and I have two grown kids, Colin and Katie (also a member of MMRWA), a dusty
house, lots of gardens and too many weeds, because I read too many books! I work full time as a
secretary, err, an Administrative Assistant, to a very busy Assistant Director in the MI Dept of Education.
In my "spare" time, I write love stories about women over the age of 30, mostly contemporary.

♥ ♥ ♥

WANTED:
Member writers to do interviews for our future Mirror issues starting with November / December. Please
send replies to: mirror@midmichiganrwa.org  Thanks so much, Annette Briggs, Editor

♥ ♥ ♥

The following recap by Jennifer Greene / Alison Hart of her September program is a frank
and well-researched specific treatment of highly charged and emotional adult subject matter.
Some people may choose not to read this article.

A Recap of the Jennifer Greene / Alison Hart’s September program:

HISTORICAL VALUES: A History of Birth Control and Abortion

By Alison Hart
Before we start, I want to tell you up front that I have no interest or intent in raising any pro choice or pro
life discussions. Whatever your values are, are fine with me, and I’m not bringing this whole subject to
the table to push an agenda--any agenda.

What I want to do is give you a crash course in the history of birth control and abortion. That part is
meant to be informational and I have a handout bibliography up here for anyone who wants it. For the
record, I would never sell myself as an expert in this or anything else, but my background on this material
goes back a good 25 years. Studying women’s historical medicine has long been a hobby of mine.

…My goal is to get you thinking…get you talking, about the values we sell in romances, about how you
might choose to handle, write and sell certain touchy values or controversial subjects. My material is
strictly on sex, but you don’t have to limit yourself to that, you can springboard in any direction you want.
I think it’ll be obvious pretty quick that I’m frank by nature – you’re not going to scare me with any
subject or question you raise – so any issues you want to raise about writing or selling touchy values or
controversial subjects is okay by me.

HISTORICAL VALUES continued on page 9
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HISTORICAL VALUES continued from page 8

Historicals don’t traditionally cover issues like birth control and abortion, and possibly you historical
writers like it that way. Those who love the swashbuckler type of fantasy undoubtedly don’t want to mess
with a mountain of nasty realism. I’m not here to rain on your choice of parade, but I’d guess you’re
running into the same problem that we contemporary writers are. ALL our readers are living in this era of
AIDS.

Whether a book is set in the past or present, we’re essentially SELLING VALUES about love and sex,
since those things are inherently part of every love story. Because AIDS – and just the whole subject of
sexual responsibility – is so much on our readers’ minds today, I’d guess that many of us feel an
increasing concern about the nature of sexual material we write. So – whether you choose to DIRECTLY
address birth control or abortion in your books – I just thought you might want to know more about what
our sisters in history thought, knew, and felt about those subjects.

I’ve seen the stereotype perpetuated for just about forever that our historical sisters knew nothing about
their bodies. It about drives me crazy. It was never true that innocence was synonymous with stupidity.
Women were always smart, and they always had to be realists in order to survive. Both birth control and
abortion have been around since cavemen times, and women knew a great deal more about their bodies
than we usually give them credit for.

Cleopatra is a prime example. Cleo was no dunce. As I’m sure you’re aware, she did her share of fooling
around, but she never had an unplanned pregnancy. Her method of birth control was to insert a pair of
small, sterling silver balls. She didn’t – and couldn’t – know that her choice of using a pure metal (like
silver) saved her from infection, but this method of birth control was comparably effective [like] an IUD
today.

The whole concept of IUD’s has been around for 4,000 years – women just didn’t use that word -- the
common term was “pessary.” Pessaries are something that a woman inserts to prevent a pregnancy, and
methods of this type of birth control have been recorded since 1850 B.C.

One of the oldest Egyptian recipes for a pessary I found called for a most unpleasant base of crocodile
dung, another for a mixture of acacia gum and honey. Dung was clearly the most popular— in fact it was
an ingredient of choice, with widespread use in Indian, African and Islamic cultures in that same time
period.

Moving ahead to a couple thousand years ago, Islamic and Greek women made little wool balls to use as
pessaries. In more recent times – like a mere thousand years ago – Japanese women used balls made out
of bamboo tissue paper, and Slavic women made their version out of linen rags. Through the Middle Ages
in Europe, basil pessaries were a common birth control method. And American women in our Midwest,
through the start of the 20th century, used lard in the same way, for the same purpose.

All those methods may strike you as pretty silly, if not outright gross – especially the crocodile dung– but
it would be a mistake to dismiss those methods as just ignorant, foolish folklore. To a point, they all
worked. We know, today, that basil and acacia gum have natural spermicidal properties. The other
substances don’t, but every one of them works, at body temperature, to form a consistency that would
create a covering over the cervix. Our historical sisters may not have known WHY the pessary concept
worked, but just about everywhere on the planet, they knew enough to come up with that type of birth
control method and, to some extent, were using it successfully.

HISTORICAL VALUES continued on page 10
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HISTORICAL VALUES continued from page 9

Historically, in fact, I can find no culture where women did NOT seek to control their reproduction. When
primitive methods of birth control failed, women were driven to other choices. It took some medical
technology to develop before abortion became an option. Until that technology happened, infanticide –
killing babies – was an accepted practice in many, many cultures. It’s easy to judge that idea as appalling
and savage today, but it was not considered a savage custom in its time – but a realistic choice about life
and quality of life.

I don’t want to dwell on this too long, but to give you an idea of how widespread – and global – that
practice was…A number of Australian tribes had a policy about killing any baby who was born before its
next oldest sibling could walk. Way across the globe in Arizona, among the Pima, if a woman was
pregnant when her husband [had] died, it was the rule to kill that baby when it was born, so the widowed
mother would not be burdened with an extra mouth to feed. And our gentle Hawaiian friends regularly
practiced infanticide, which appalled the missionaries who first went to the islands, but our Hawaiians
considered this to be an act of love and kindness. They were family oriented by nature, and if a couple
couldn’t afford to feed a fourth child, for example, it was simply drowned at birth so the rest would not
suffer going hungry.

That practice of killing babies, however, almost completely stopped or disappeared in cultures when
methods of abortion showed up. Abortion can at least be traced to early Roman and Greek times.
Hippocrates wrote about using the seeds of Queen Anne’s Lace as a contraceptive, and also claimed they
induced abortions. Today we know there is some scientific evidence to support this, because the seeds of
that plant block the production of progesterone, which is a hormone necessary for a pregnancy to be
established. How that would have worked. -- IF it were taken early enough and assuming it wasn’t such a
poisonous dose that it would kill the poor woman – the sperm and egg might well have gotten together,
but simply would not have attached to the wall of the uterus. (The concept of a morning after pill used
today is really very similar except that doctors use the hormone, instead of counting on a poisonous plant
to accomplish that.)

In Nero’s era, Roman physicians prescribed an herb they called the “prostitute root.” Another name for
that plant is the “worm fern”, and there are records of French women using that same herb all the way
into the 18th century. From the Middle East, I found a real dandy recipe that called for a paste of mashed
ants, foam from a camel’s mouth and the tail hairs of a black tail deer – you were supposed to mix all that,
and dissolve it in bear fat.

For several centuries, Hungarian women tried a drink of gunpowder dissolved in vinegar to abort
themselves. Spanning two continents – ours and Europe – you can find a hundred recipes of drinks that
were supposed to induce abortion, including turpentine, castor oil, ammonia, mustard, gin with iron
fillings, and opium. If you didn’t want to drink that disgusting stuff, there was a lot of lore about
chemicals or things you could insert in the uterus, such as potassium soap, tar, cinnamon, and hot pepper.

As late as the 20th century, Jewish women on the Lower East side of NY City attempted to abort
themselves by sitting over a pot of steam, preferably a pot of steamed onions. Before you shake your head
at that one – my God, who would think of ONIONS? – I have to tell you that this technique was identical
– absolutely IDENTICAL – to one prescribed by an 8th century Sanskrit source.

Surgical methods of abortion are not new either. A Persian physician in the 10th century suggested that
women try the other folklore, but if those methods didn’t work [and] I’m quoting him: “there is no help
for it but that she insert into her womb a probe or a stick cut into the shape of a probe, especially good if
made from the root of the mallow plant”.

HISTORICAL VALUES continued on page 11
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HISTORICAL VALUES continued from page 10

And going back even further than that, both ancient Egyptians and certain Australian cultures did
ovariotomis [ovariectomy]. In other words, they removed the ovaries of girls chosen to be prostitutes.

There are no recorded statistics, at least none I can find, about how many deaths were caused by these
*creative* abortion methods. For positive, most surgical procedures had an unhappy ending whether it
was surgery related to abortion or anything else simply because bacteria and causes of infection were
unknown. The first test for bacteria didn’t go on our medical technology table until 1884. But apart from
some of the tragic abortion methods tried through history, there is also some unbelievably humorous
contraceptive folklore that was passed down through the generations.

In the 1300’s, a fellow named Frater Rudophus tooted the promise that all a woman had to do was sit on
the number of fingers that she wanted to have years without children. Sneezing was another birth control
method. A man was supposed to sneeze, right at the point of ejaculation. This was a method supported by
many doctors in ancient Greece and, if you can believe it, it was still being tooted as late as 1868 in an
anonymous birth control pamphlet distributed at the time. As you might imagine, sneezing didn’t really
get the job done, so the more canny ancient doctors advised combining those sneezes with some
immediate douching for the lady afterward.

Douching, in fact, has been one of the more popular birth control methods for over 1,000 years.
Shakespeare was all for it. If you weren’t aware, old Will’s REAL career goal was to be a doctor, and
there are all KINDS of sexual and medical folklore sprinkled through his plays. He’s a real pro on
venereal diseases – but we’ll get to STD’s in a second.

Back to douching. In 1832, a well known and well respected doc named Charles Knowlton recommended
that a woman douche using solutions such as white oak bark, hemlock bark, green tea or raspberry leaves.
Should the vagina become inflamed after such a treatment – which I have no doubt it did – he advised
another douche – using a solution made from sulfate of zinc. (Which was likely available from any
apothecary.)

This concept was old news in our South – our white plantation girls through the 16, 17, and 1800’s were
already into douching as a birth control method. They used citrus solutions – lime, lemon, orange, that
kind of thing. As citrus contains a natural spermicide, it’s not hard to figure out why this folklore survived
for so long. It just plain worked, although I really doubt the ladies were happy with what this did to their
insides.

There were also other birth control methods. In 1823, handbills were distributed in London, urging
couples to use (I quote) “a piece of soft sponge tied by a bobbin or penny ribbon, and inserted just before
the sexual intercourse takes place, and to be withdrawn again as soon as it has taken place.” This sponge
method traveled to the US from England, but it was certainly no surprise to the Native American women
who lived along the eastern seaboard. Many of them had been using natural sponges for years. If you
want to know how it works, hit your drugstore because the sponge method available over the counter
today isn’t all that different, or necessarily any less effective, than our historical sisters used.

The ordinary condom was not developed as a birth control method, but as a means to protect against
venereal disease. As I’m sure you now, diseases like AIDS are hardly new problems. Epidemics of STD’s
have happened throughout history, spanning every culture and continent, no exceptions. The earliest
recipe I can find for a condom dates to 1564. The inventor was Italian, an anatomist named Fallopius. As
you can probably guess from his name, he’s given credit for discovering the fallopian tubes. Anyway, he
came up with the idea of using a piece of linen cloth made to fit the gentleman’s “whatchamacallit.”

HISTORICAL VALUES continued on page 12
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HISTORICAL VALUES continued from 11

By a hundred years later, technology had expanded on this idea, and instead of using linen cloth, the
device was being made out of an animal membrane, most commonly sheepskin. It was, of course, a
custom job. Should you want to make one, the way the guys did in that era, this is what you do. I quote,
“Take the hide of the sheep, soak it first in water, and then turn it on both sides. Then repeat the operation
in a weak solution of soda, which must be changed every 4 or 5 hours, for five or six times. Then remove
the mucous membrane with a nail; sulphur it, wash it in clean water, then in soap and water, rinse, inflate,
and dry. Next, cut it into the required length and attach a piece of ribbon to the open end – otherwise, you
won’t be able to tie it on.” (For heavens sakes, ladies, don’t forget that ribbon.)

The guys unfortunately, were never advised to wash this in between uses. In a word – yuck! It boggles the
mind, how much venereal disease they may have haplessly spread using these early condoms, but if
you’re just talking birth control, it wasn’t bad. Using sheep skin, or any animal membrane, made the
device both waterproof and an effective contraceptive. Lots of slang and colloquial expressions developed
for the condom, including English riding coat, assurance caps, the French letter, bladder policies,
instruments of safety, condoms, and, of course prophylactics.

When YOU might accurately outfit your hero with a condom is a tough judgment call. Just because they
were invented didn’t mean the boys knew about them. A famous British aristocrat of her times, Madame
de Sevigne, sang their praises as early as 1671. But another aristocrat of her same time – in fact, I think
they were pals – was a guy named Pepys. Poor Pepys just couldn’t seem to stop himself from chasing
anything in skirts around Westminster Hall. Yet he worried in diary entry after diary entry about how
many virgins he got pregnant. He appears to have no knowledge of condoms, even if they were available
and known about right where he was living. Basically, though, the condom was in widespread use in
England and the continent by the 1700’s. If you want your hero to use one, he’d be easily safe
historically, to know of them by that time.

Now, in every historical period, there were both laws and religions attempting to make rules about birth
control and abortion. But if we’re to understand our historical sisters’ values and choices, we need to
understand that LIFE was different in those past centuries. No matter what a woman’s religious or ethical
beliefs were, I suspect she saw methods of birth control and abortion simply as a choice of life over [her
own] death.

Until the 19th century, one of the primary causes of death for women was childbirth. From the statistics I
studied, 45% of women (that’s almost HALF) died before the age of 50, and ¼ of those died specifically
from causes related to pregnancy and childbirth. Also, and this is a common mistake and stereotype,
wealthy women did NOT necessarily have any advantage over poor women. In fact, the opposite was
true. Unfortunately, the rich could afford doctors or midwives, putting them even more at risk, because
the “health care professionals” in those times had no knowledge of germs. When they attended a woman
in labor, they probably upped the odds of her dying from childbirth fever by double.

Another perspective we need to consider is the huge difference historically between men’s medicine and
women’s medicine. How male doctors practiced medicine is a matter of written record where women
traditionally passed down folklore through diaries, letters, and mom-to-daughter word of mouth. (You
surely know we weren’t allowed near the publishing world for centuries.) The girls kept their secrets from
the boys, especially regarding intimate matters like birth control and abortion, but it would be inaccurate
to say that the sexes were entirely at war on these issues.

HISTORICAL VALUES continued on page 13
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HISTORICAL VALUES continued from 12

Men have almost always been philosophically against abortion, but they didn’t always do what they
preached. I’ve read some of the more violent and vocal arguments against it, from Cotton Mather to a
whole range of popes’ preaching through the centuries. But a guy who loved his girl didn’t want her to die
any more than she did. There were often ways around the laws of religious practices. Through the 16, 17,
and 1800’s, the concept of “quickening” was used as a definition for pregnancy. Although many colonies
made abortion a crime and both Catholic and Protestant religions were against it, it was understood that
until the baby quickened -- that is, until a woman felt movement -- there was no baby. A woman could do
what she wanted to with her body until that point of “quickening,” and everyone looked the other way.

There have always also been miracle products to bring on a on a woman’s menses. They just weren’t
called abortion methods. I found one ad in the 1700’s for “Portuguese female pills, not to be used during
pregnancy for they will cause miscarriage.” That is, of course, exactly what it was sold for. And I found
another ad claiming “a great and sure remedy for Married Ladies – our female pills always give
immediate relief.” Many such ads covered up their real purpose by simply saying that their product
offered a medicine to stimulate a late menstrual period.

Either alcohol -- or laudanum -- were overwhelmingly the primary ingredient in those snake oil remedies.
Possibly getting drunk (or high) made the lady in trouble feel temporarily better but, not surprisingly, they
didn’t work. In the 1870’s, when the New York Times began an antiabortion campaign, the paper
estimated that there were 200 full time abortionists in New York City alone. As early as the 1830’s, a lady
by the name of Madame Restelle built herself a fine Fifth Avenue brownstone on her revenues as an
abortionist.

The white, black, brown, and yellow races would have benefited a great deal from talking to our Native
American women. To talk about American Indians as if they were one culture would be ridiculous. A
Pottawatomie probably never met a Cheyenne or a Cherokee. They lived different places, had access to
and knowledge of completely different herbs and medicinal plants, and often had completely different
values. But across the board I’ve found it startling that, of all cultures on all continents, it is our Native
American women who were the most successful at limiting the size of their families.

I wish I could tell you why, but I’m not sure. Too little was written down, making research really difficult
to come by. The East Coast tribes, I know, used natural sponges. Native American moms also
traditionally nursed their babies longer than most other cultures. Other factors were undoubtedly
involved. A hard life can be its own contraception. Hunger and disease epidemics have always affected
birth rate. But if you’re writing about our American Indian women, to the best of my knowledge, I can
find no record or evidence that Indian women used plants that killed in order to induce abortion. There are
many plants that the scientific community knows NOW have a hormone link or were natural spermicides,
but poison, self destruction, was not their thing. If and when they used herbs, they were smarter and more
knowledgeable than their sisters of other races.

But before I step off “speech mode,” I’d like to add a little more perspective on the whole subject of
values. I think all of us in the romance field face some tough choices and tough judgment calls about
writing what’s romantic versus what’s accurate. Our books sell because they’re escape books. They’re
meant to be entertainment and not hard core reality.

For you historical writers, finding that balance between romantic and accurate may be tougher than for us
contemporary writers. You can’t possibly write pirates as they really were – who’d want to read about a
guy with scurvy and VD and bad teeth? Somehow I don’t think you’re going to outfit your hero with a
used condom, because your readers would be gagging. And likewise, you’d have to think twice about
having your heroine use birth control in her era because, given some of the dangerous folklore of different
times, you could well kill her off before page 50.

HISTORICAL VALUES continued on page 14
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HISTORICAL VALUES continued from page 13

Still, our historical sisters were never as stupid, ignorant, or naïve as many novels portray them -- not
about their bodies, not about sex, and not about love. You can make the choice to “pretty everything up”
or you can choose to give your readers something real, something that gives them a perspective on life
today. Whatever field you write in, I think it’s long past time we talked together about our responsibility
to readers as far as these sensitive, touchy values.

I KNOW it’s tough to sell a book that pushes the boundaries and dives into some of these forbidden
waters, but I can also tell you, from my experience as a chronic rule-breaker in the contemporaries, that
tough is not impossible. Whether the subject is sex or race or religion or alcoholism and drugs or anything
else, it CAN be done. These ARE choices you can make. It’s up to you what values you choose to portray
in your writing, but let’s at least open the door and start talking about it.

After the program, full page bibliography page was available to anyone interested.

Jennifer Greene sold her first book in 1980, and since then has sold more than 70 titles in the
contemporary romance genre. She won her first writing award in 1984, the RWA® Silver
Medallion. Later came three coveted RWA RITA's® --and other national awards, including
Best Series Author, Reviewers Choice, Career Achievement and Lifetime Achievement from
Romantic Times. In the summer of 1998, she was inducted into the Romance Writers of
America's®  Hall of Fame.

Jennifer’s June and July releases were: Sparkle and Soon-to-be-Disinherited Wife.

♥ ♥ ♥

WHICH WAY DO THEY GO?
WHICH WAY DO THEY GO?

(The eyebrows, I mean)

By Pam Trombley

So you're writing that big scene where the heroine gets mad at the hero and tells him she never wants to
see him again. The hero, of course, doesn't understand why she's so mad. You can write all the dialog you
want, but if you don't add movement of the physical attributes of your characters -- a.k.a. nonverbal
communication -- then you're missing a great opportunity to show what they really are thinking. Not tell,
show.

WHICH WAY DO THEY GO? Continued on page 15
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WHICH WAY DO THEY GO? Continued

Nonverbal communication is a great tool but you have to know what really goes where for each emotion.
I have several books on my reference shelf but I readily admit that I sometimes get totally bogged down
in whether eyebrows go down or up for confusion. Or whether a mouth goes open or closed/pursed for
suspicion. It can create a huge, boulder-sized writer's block if you're not comfortable with it. (And
running into the bathroom every five minutes to see what your face is doing doesn't work. I know.) So
what can you do?

Watch your kid's cartoons. Yes, really, especially the older ones like Tom & Jerry or Sylvester & Tweety
Bird. The characters in the cartoons are all drawn with greatly exaggerated facial and body cues. When
Tom surprises Jerry, that little mouse's darn eyebrows shoot up so high his whole head wrinkles and his
eyes bug open so wide, they’re larger than a dinner plate. His mouth opens as big as the doorway into his
little house. And the body language? His arms fling wide, his legs spread and he jumps up off the floor
and stays there for a few seconds until he gets hold of himself. Then the eyebrows drop down, his mouth
closes, his eyes return to normal size.

Now, I'm not advocating that you make your heroine levitate off the floor when the hero surprises her
with flowers or a ring, but you can certainly learn to get the body parts moving in the right direction. And
you can make sure you get them all moving too. Don't just write about eyes and mouths, add in the nose,
the cheeks, and the chin. What about the shoulders?

Nonverbal communication usually can support what's being said: She turned around so fast she almost
fell, her eyes opening wide as her lush lips formed a perfect O. "You brought me what?"  This heroine is
surprised, her eye movement and words support each other.

It can also contradict what's said: Her eyes narrowed as she cocked her head. "You brought me what?"
Here, the heroine is suspicious or cautious.

So, if you’re one of those writers whose character motions sometimes look or feel like a tangled up
marionette, try the cartoons.  You’ll be surprised how easy it is to figure out what goes where and when!

Pam Trombley, MMRWA's Retreat Chair, lives in beautiful Harbor Springs in northern lower
Michigan with her handsome hero of almost 16 years and their 11 year old son. With a degree in
Aerospace Engineering, her decision to write romances six years ago was about as far from her
training as could be. With some intense help from many wonderful MMRWA members, she's
completed two stories and is currently planning out her third. (Yes, planning – you just can't take the
spreadsheet out of that girl.)
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Starting with this newsletter, I will be posting a monthly review of a book written by one of the
many exquisite authors who call Michigan home. Genre will vary from the most modest to the
most explicit, and I will gladly accept ideas on what to read and review next. No author likes a
bad review—we all work incredibly hard at what we do—and so while I will be honest in my
reviews, I won’t post anything outright negative or mean.

Since I am not one to keep books after I read them, following my book review, I will pick a
winner each month from our newsletter readers who will receive the book by mail. To enter,
just send me an email at: Business@jodilynncopeland.com with the subject line of the
Michigan Monthly Review book of the month. The winner will be drawn at random and posted
in the next month’s newsletter.

I hope you enjoy this new column, and that you discover a new Michigan author or two in the
process. Incidentally, if you are a Michigan author and, for whatever reason, do not want to
be reviewed, just drop me a line at the email above and I will honor this request.

~ Jodi (www.jodilynncopeland.com)

MICHIGAN MONTHLY REVIEW by Jodi Lynn Copeland

SEX AND THE SINGLE GHOST
by Tawny Taylor of Canton, Michigan

ISBN: 075821507X
Release Date: September 2006

Ever wondered what it would be like to be a ghost, or in Claire Weiss’s words a “Spirit American”? Then
look no farther than Tawny Taylor’s Sex And The Single Ghost.

Ms. Taylor’s novel is marketed as a contemporary romance out of Kensington Publishing, but, as the title
implies, there is more than a healthy dose of both the paranormal and sex in the book. Also in abundance
are delicious humor, witty dialogue, and off-the-wall quirk that will leave your lips twitching long after
you put the book down.

Sex And The Single Ghost is not for those searching for a strictly serious novel, though there is a fairly
serious plot to this tale in the form of Whodunit?—murder Claire, that is. As I hope for with any mystery,
the answer to this question kept me guessing until the end of the book. Along with a mystery plot is the
story of Claire returning to Earth for 9 days and 9 nights from Purgatory, where she has spent the last 9
years. During her time on Earth, Claire learns a great deal about herself and her faith in others, as well as
finds herself a hunky hero in the form of leather-wearing, neurologist Jake Faron. Too bad for Claire, she
only has those 9 days and 9 nights, and will soon have to return to Purgatory, leaving Jake behind to find
another lover. Or will she?

I have to admit this book wasn’t quite what I’d expected. I thoroughly enjoyed the story and found myself
laughing a number of times, but I also found myself skimming through several of the sex scenes. They are
inventive and certainly hot, but I was more interested in seeing the emotional relationship develop
between the hero and heroine and in finding out the identity of the heroine’s killer. This, I would say, is a
tribute to Ms. Taylor, in that she wrote a book with a plot that held my (a published erotic romance
author) attention even more so than the steamy and clever sex scenes did.

REVIEW continued on page 17
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REVIEW continued from page 16

If I found anything on the light side in this story, it would be the emotion as viewed through the
character’s point of view. Sometimes, I felt there was too much dialogue and not enough supporting
narrative for the reader to fully get into the scene and the character’s mind and heart.

All in all, I would recommend Sex And The Single Ghost to anyone looking for a fun, quirky read
with lots of steamy sex and a mystery plot that should keep you guessing.

* - *

Up next month, Jennifer Greene’s Wild In The Moment, a December 2004, Silhouette Desire
release I’ve had on my “To Be Read” pile for too darned long.

♥ ♥ ♥

The following article first appeared in the September 2006 edition of the Writer's Saddle
newsletter and may be used with proper credit. Kellie Finley, the Writer's Saddle Editor. .
USED WITH PERMISSION

Editor and Agents Appointments: Three Steps to a Successful Pitch

By Wenda Dottridge

The registration form and cheque is the mail (or zooming through cyberspace on PayPal.) You've spent
next year's Christmas budget on airfare and hotel accommodation, and now all you need to do is get down
to the mall to find the perfect attire for your editor appointment at your first writer's conference. This is it.
You're in the big league…

Um, excuse me.

Did you hear something?

Ahem. Ms Writer?

Hello?

Can I offer a few suggestions?

Who's there and what do you want with me?

It's me, your inner voice, reminding you that you need to prepare for your editor appointment.

Oh, you. Well sure. Of course I need to prepare. Um, prepare. Right. How do I do that?

If you're attending your first writer's conference, chances are good you've scheduled an appointment with
an editor or agent and you need to do more than get a manicure and buy a new outfit for the occasion.
This is your chance to bypass an editor's toppling slush pile and place your manuscript on her desk.

So, what is there to this pitching business? How can you prepare to sell an editor or agent on your current
manuscript, and be a writer they'll want to see more from?

Three Steps continued on page 18
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Three Steps continued from page 17

There are three simple steps to a successful pitch: The Windup, the Pitch, and the Follow-through.

The Windup

During the windup, your goal is to make a favorable first impression. To start, arrive on time. At RWA
National, writers are ushered in together at a set time. If you're late, you'll miss your appointment and the
editor will sit alone at her desk and stare at your name on her schedule while other editors conduct
interviews. Is this the impact you want to make on an editor or agent?

Not only do you arrive on time, but you should appear well-groomed and professional. That doesn't mean
you wear a power suit and Manolo pumps. You can be yourself, but be yourself looking tidy and
organized--like this is important enough to make an effort.

Next, don't forget to smile. You may be nervous, but it's worth the effort. When the editor or agent returns
your smile, you'll feel more at ease shaking the editor or agent's hand. About the handshake: Offer your
hand for a brief, firm handshake. Don't pump or squeeze--the editor or agent has a lot more handshakes to
endure that day--but don't give the editor or agent a limp rag of a hand. Be brisk and businesslike.

Have your business card ready. You may present it after the handshake, or at the end of your
appointment. No matter when you give her your card, have it easily accessible.

Now you're ready to transition into your pitch by introducing yourself.

The Pitch

When you introduce yourself, give your name in a clear voice because sometimes names are easily
misunderstood. Then, say something like: "Hi, Jane, I'm pleased to meet you…I've been writing romance
for four years. I've completed three manuscripts and have published articles in major magazines such as
Today's Parent.” Or “The manuscript I'm telling you about today is my seventh completed manuscript.
I've been a finalist in several RWA sponsored chapter contests."

Speak about your accomplishments in general terms and don't go on for more than two sentences unless
the editor asks for more information.

Next, you introduce your manuscript. Give basic information. Something like: "I'm here to talk to you
about my 75,000 word romance targeting Intimate Moments." Or, "My 110,000 word futuristic vampire
romance targeting Harlequin American."

At this point, the Harlequin editor will tell you she isn't interested in 110,000 word vampire stories and
you will move to step three, the follow-through. This is why it is important to know, before the
appointment, what each editor buys and what your target editor will be interested in.

Now we're into the actual Pitch. The Pitch is the essence of your novel. In no more than 4 sentences
describe the characters, the setting, the time period, the conflict and the theme of your book. Clichés are
not only allowed they're indispensable.

You may also employ the High Concept tools common to Hollywood screenwriters to help make your
story sound familiar, and yet exciting to the editor. A High Concept story can be fully explained in one
sentence. That sentence should be heavy in allusion and can draw on stories or themes that are universally
understood by those in our culture. Examples of High Concepts ideas would be:

Any fairy tale (Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast, Rapunzel…) or a popular theme (Fish out of water,
Underdog, Man/woman against nature, Good vs. evil…) or a pop culture phenomenon (Batman,
Terminator, Lord of the Rings –be current)

Three Steps continued on page 19
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Three Steps continued from page 18

Combine any of these elements to give your story a fresh twist. A high concept is not: “A retelling of the
classic Cinderella.” It could be, "after Cinderella has moved to the castle, her stepsister navigates modern
love in Vancouver's version of Sex in the City."

A high concept pitch is not: “A story about a young woman who hangs around in a small town Alberta
beauty salon learning about love and life,” but it is: “Steel Magnolias move north.” To get practice, think
of popular movies and imagine how their screenwriters pitched them to Hollywood producers. What
movie comes to mind when I say: “A female Terminator kicks butt in a Raiders of the Lost Ark
adventure” (Lara Croft: Tomb Raider)

A pitch utilizing a High Concept could go like this:

Fiona Cantrell may not be Legally Blonde, but when this underachieving brunette becomes DEA agent
Joe Vargas, undercover bride, she proves she can manage Vancouver's organized criminals and nasty
drug dealers with the same aplomb as she handles a society wedding reception for 500. Joe, who'll do
anything to bring the bad guys in, discovers there is one thing more important than revenge; keeping
Fiona alive long enough to drag her to the altar a second time, this time for real.

You don't have to go High Concept to sell your story, but you still need to convey a lot of information in
only a few words.

Here is an example of a pitch without High Concept tags:

Liz Jamieson, a determined world-class tri-athlete, learns that strength and endurance aren't enough to
help her deal with the past when she returns to Cradle, British Columbia to care for her injured mother.
There she faces Ethan Donne, the retired Pro Bull Rider who left her alone and pregnant eight years
earlier. When Liz and Ethan are brought together in the same wedding party, Liz discovers that there is
more to Ethan's abandonment than she ever understood, and that he'll do whatever it takes to win her
trust. But first, he needs to learn to trust himself.

From both of these we get a sense of character, setting, time period, internal and external conflict and
theme. The Pitch is heavy with verbs like learn, discover, and prove to demonstrate character growth. We
also see classic category hooks: marriage of convenience, a cop, a cowboy, a reunion and a secret baby.
From these pitches, you may even pinpoint the appropriate line for each story.

Work on your own pitch and fine-tune it so you can convey as much information in as few words as
possible. After this pitch, you hope the editor asks to hear more so you can progress to the next part of
your pitch: The plot. Describe two or three major plot points that reveal how the internal and external
conflicts are resolved by the end of the story.

The Follow-Through

To end your interview on a positive note, try to conclude early. Only budget 3-5 minutes for your pitch.
Extra time will allow the editor to ask questions about your manuscript or your writing career and will
give you time to pitch a second or even third manuscript.

You should also expect an invitation to submit. Unless your manuscript is totally unsuited to the editor,
you will probably be asked to submit at least three chapters and a ten-page synopsis. This request does
NOT mean the editor is just being courteous. She wouldn't ask if she didn't think it was worth her time.
However, if you are not invited to submit, it does NOT mean there is anything wrong with your writing or
even with your presentation. Each editor has different preferences. If this editor isn't interested in your
vampire pitch, ask her if there is another editor in her house who does like stories with teeth.

Three Steps continued on page 20
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Three Steps continued from page 19

Like a job interview, it is appropriate for you to have questions for the editor, such as, "What is your
turnaround on requested manuscripts?" or "Will you be the editor who reviews my manuscript, or does it
go into a pool?" Other appropriate queries might be: "What do you personally like in a story?" or "Have
you bought any new authors this year?"

The agent interview is slightly different. Allow more time to discuss your other projects. Also, be
prepared to inquire about the way her agency operates. Issues of concern might be commission and
payment arrangements, add-on charges, frequency of contact, strategies for shopping a new manuscript,
length of contract etc. Do your homework ahead of time so you know exactly what questions to ask.

To conclude the interview, smile and say, "Thank you." Then shake hands and exchange cards.

Whew! That was hard. I'm glad to be done with that so I can get back to life as…

Pssst.

You again. What now?

Don't forget to send your manuscript to the editor.

Of course I will, as soon as….

A lot of writers never put that manuscript in the mail. Either fear, an ill-advised pitch to the wrong editor
or agent, or an incomplete manuscript stops writers from following through. Sort these issues out before
your appointment so you can get the full benefit of your interview--your manuscript bypassing the slush
pile and arriving on the editor's desk.

…I'll do it right away.

Wenda Dottridge is a member of the Calgary Association of RWA (CaRWA).

♥ ♥ ♥

HELPFUL WEBSITES

Want to check out what the Romantic Times Website says about writing paranormals? See
PENNING SPELLBINDING PARANORMALS
http://www.romantictimes.com/authors_tip.php?tip=927

Sex and the Romantic Quality in the Inspirational Novel by Lyn Cote
http://www.twbookmark.com/authorslounge/articles/2005/may/article20674.html

Has your well run dry of story ideas? See Generating Story Ideas by Susan Kearne at:
http://tara.writerspace.com/sue's_article.htm

WRITING CONTESTS
Check out Contest Alert-for  news on upcoming contests, plus Finalist & Winner listings, questions,
etc. ContestAlert-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. Compiled by Donna Caubarreaux a member of Coeur
de Louisiane, Scriptscene Chapter, NOLA Stars, Heart of Louisiana, Kiss of Death, and
ChickLitWriters of RWA. She received a RWA Service Award in 1997. USED WITH PERMISSION
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Directions to Portage District Library / 300 Library Lane, Portage, MI 490029,
(269) 329-4544 |

FROM NORTH:
Take US-127 SOUTH to I-496 WEST exit
Take the I-496 WEST exit toward DOWNTOWN LANSING - go 7.8 mi
Take the I-69 SOUTH exit toward DETROIT/FT WAYNE - go 37.0 mi
Take exit #38 onto I-94 WEST toward CHICAGO - go 32.4 mi
Take exit #76A/WESTNEDGE AVE SOUTH - go 0.2 mi
Turn LEFT on S WESTNEDGE AVE - go 2.4 mi
Turn RIGHT on LIBRARY LN - go 0.1 mi
Arrive at 300 LIBRARY LN, PORTAGE, on the RIGHT

FROM EAST:
Take ramp onto I-696 WEST toward LANSING - go 3.2 mi
Take exit #1 onto I-275 SOUTH toward TOLEDO - go 7.4 mi
Take the M-14 exit toward ANN ARBOR - go 15.2 mi
Continue on US-23 NORTH - go 1.9 mi
Take exit #45 LEFT onto M-14 WEST toward ANN ARBOR - go 4.6 mi
Take the I-94 WEST exit - go 95.0 mi
Take exit #76A/WESTNEDGE AVE SOUTH - go 0.2 mi
Turn RIGHT on S WESTNEDGE AVE - go 2.4 mi
Turn LEFT on LIBRARY LN - go 0.1 mi
Arrive at 300 LIBRARY LN, PORTAGE on the RIGHT

FROM SOUTH:
Take US-131 NORTH from Main Street junction with US-131 and - go 11.9 mi to SHAVER
ROAD
Continue on SHAVER RD - go 4.8 mi
Turn RIGHT on S WESTNEDGE AVE - go < 0.1 mi
Turn LEFT on LIBRARY LN - go 0.1 mi
Arrive at 300 LIBRARY LN, PORTAGE, on the RIGHT

MMRWA Meetings

Unless otherwise noted, meetings are the third Saturday of each month on a rotating basis at area
restaurants and meeting centers in Mid-Michigan. The usual meeting agenda is: 11:30 a.m., lunch
(optional) ♥ 1:00 p.m. (approximate time), program/speaker ♥ 2:00 p.m. (approx. time), business
meeting.

2006 Meeting Schedule

October 21 at Portage Library--A Panel on Romance (Open to fans and book-buying Public)

November 18 in Jackson  -- A program on writing the humorous story presented by Diane
Burton and Lana Miersen

December 9, 2006 meeting and Holiday Party is booked for the banquet room at LaSenorita in Lansing.
The festivities begin at our customary time, 11:30 AM.
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2006 Mid-Michigan Romance Writers of America Officers

President: Wil Emerson
Vice-president: Laurie Kuna

Secretary: Cathy McClain, info@midmichiganrwa.org
Treasurer: Lisa Childs Theeuwes, treasurer@midmichiganrwa.org

2006 Mid-Michigan Romance Writers of America Committee Chairs

Cover-to-Cover: Nancy Gideon, covertocover@midmichiganrwa.org
I Will Write a Book/Write For the Money: Flavia Crowner
Happily Ever After Contest: Jodi Lozon, contest@midmichiganrwa.org
Library: Maris Soule and Lucy Kubash
Membership/Historian: Dawn Bartley, members@midmichiganrwa.org
Member Recognition: Julie Lea
MMRWA Angel Award: Dawn Bartley
Mystery Gifts: Shar Koenig
Newsletter Editor: Annette Briggs, mirror@midmichiganrwa.org
Newsletter Editorial Consultant: Lana Miersen
PAN Liaisons: Sue Charnley, Lana Miersen
Perseverance Fund: Lisa Childs Theeuwes, treasurer@midmichiganrwa.org
Policy: Cathy McClain and appointed committee
Programs/Meetings: Laurie Kuna, meetings@midmichiganrwa.org
Publicity: Jackie Braun
Retreat Chair: Pam Trombley, retreat@midmichiganrwa.org
Retreat Speaker Chair: Laurie Kuna
RWA® Pro Liaison: Tammy Kearly
Website Liaison: Lana Miersen, info@midmichiganrwa.org
Webmistress: Michelle Crean, design@crean.com

The Mid-Michigan Mirror is in need of “how to” articles, reviews of writing books and writing
related websites, member bios and photographs, current book news and activities from chapter
members. Please send all contributions for the Mirror to: mirror@midmichiganrwa.org.
DEADLINE TO BE INCLUDED IN THE MIRROR is 5 days after the meeting prior to the issue in
which you wish to appear. Thanks for your contributions, Annette Briggs, Editor.

Non-members seeking information about Mid-Michigan RWA, our meetings, and joining our
chapter, may email our membership chair at members@midmichiganrwa.org, or write to
MMRWA, P.O. Box 2725, Kalamazoo, MI 49003-2725. Be sure to visit our chapter online at
www.midmichiganrwa.org and learn all about us.
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The Mid-Michigan Mirror’s policy is to offer our original MMRWA articles to other RWA
chapters and loops to use with all credits given unless the author specifies restrictions in the
article. The Mirror staff reserves the right to edit submissions for such things as typos,
punctuation, grammar, size requirements, and content with author’s approval, etc.

The opinions expressed in this newsletter are not necessarily those of RWA®, or of the
MMRWA and its individual members. Market information contained herein does not
constitute an endorsement by RWA® or MMRWA. Readers are urged to determine for
themselves the reliability and integrity of those with whom they deal.  RWA® sister
chapters may reprint any information in this newsletter providing credit is given to
MMRWA, The Mid-Michigan Mirror, and the article’s author. Non-RWA® groups must
secure permission from the author. Writers are encouraged to check market report
accuracy through the RWA® Hotline, (281) 440-6885, press 8.

The Mid-Michigan Mirror is a publication of Mid-Michigan Chapter # 12 of Romance
Writers of America.  Copyright © 2006 by the Mid-Michigan Romance Writers of
America. Individual copyright for each article is retained by the author. All rights
reserved, unless otherwise stated.

 GUIDELINES FOR SUBMITTING TO THE MID-MICHIGAN MIRROR
Thank you for your interest in submitting an article to The Mid-Michigan Mirror. The Mirror can use
articles that help us on our journey to be and stay published, to improve our skills as writers and
business people, and keep us up to date in the writing field. This includes interviews and current
book and website reviews.

The best font to use for the Mirror is Times New Roman 12, single spaced, one inch margins, with
no special colors, spacing, etc. without prior approval. WORD works best.

Please submit queries and manuscripts to: mirror@midmichiganrwa.org

Looking forward to your submissions--Annette Briggs, Editor.


